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3 Learning
Goals



1: apply steps from the outreach process

used in informing and creating this

Information Literacy Toolkit to your library

instruction practices and goals 



2: integrate best practices for promoting

information literacy resources 



3: address faculty reluctance to adopting

new materials into their course with ease. 



Stephanie
1:  apply steps from the
outreach process used
in informing and
creating this
Information Literacy
Toolkit to your library
instruction practices
and goals

Focused survey
Identified library goals based on
experience working with faculty and
students

01

Revised survey
Included institutional outcomes after
reviewing survey draft with key
stakeholders on campus

02

Revised methods
Sent out the survey to two programs on
campus which helped us better
understand best practices and methods
moving forward

03



Stephanie
1:  apply steps from the
outreach process used
in informing and
creating this
Information Literacy
Toolkit to their own
library instruction
practices and goals

Bring campus LMS into the
conversation
Identified the best methods to export
content from the Toolkit to courses on
campus.

04

Access and collaboration
Faculty buy-in will be much easier if their
voices are included in the creation of the
Toolkit.  It is about increasing access and
making their lives easier while aligning with
institutional objectives.

05

Improving Info Lit culture
JFS Library already had great Info Lit
resources but the pandemic highlighted
some opportunities to improve.

06



Survey found here.

https://forms.gle/8fJqM211EbRPCqQB9




Zoia Meeting them where they are
Identify Information Literacy responsible person in
the programs. 
Identify competency-based standards from their
disciplines related to information literacy. 
Department meetings - 10 minutes 'tell & show'

Staying in Perpetual Conversation
Student-centered, student-focused. 
Relate it to a familiar framework or pedagogy:
Prepare, Engage, Improve
Follow-up,  follow-up and follow-through. 

3: address faculty reluctance to
adopting 'new' materials into
their course with ease

What they already have in place as
SMEs in their unique disciplines 

What supporting excises, tools, materials do they
already have in place?



Conclusion:
Taking time to be in conversation with as many
sources and people as possible saves you time in
the long run because you will have a resource that
you know people will actually want to use.



Questions?
Contact Us

becky.demartini@byuh.edu

stephanie.robertson@byuh.edu

zoia.falevai@byuh.edu




